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1. INTRODUCTION 
INTHIS paper we prove a Lefschetz Theorem for endomorphisms of Dirac complexes defined 
along the leaves of a compact oriented foliated manifold. This theorem is a generalization of 
the classical Lefschetz Theorem for elliptic complexes on a compact manifold [2] I and III, 
and has as a special case the Atiyah-Singer G Index Theorem for the classical elliptic 
complexes. If the endomorphism is the identity, we obtain an index theorem for Dirac 
complexes defined along the leaves of a foliation. By standard arguments, this index 
theorem may be extended to an index theorem for general elliptic complexes defined along 
the leaves of a foliation of a compact oriented manifold. Note that Connes [7], [8] has 
proven an index theorem for such complexes lifted to the holonomy groupoid of the 
foliation, while we work on the foliated manifold itself. 
We now briefly describe our main result. Denote by F a foliation of a compact oriented 
manifold M and by v an invariant transverse measure. Let 
O+E,,~E,4t,...-EpO A-, 
be a Dirac complex on M along F, and denote it by (E, dj. Let f: M + M be a smooth 
diffeomorphism such that for each leaf L of F,f(L) = L. For simplicity, assume that on each 
leaf the fixed points offi L are isolated and non-degenerate. At each fixed point p there is a 
well defined complex number a(p), see [2-I], the local index forflL at p. We assume that the 
fixed point set offon M is a transverse submanifold, denoted by N. We may integrate a(p) 
over N against the measure which v induces on N to obtain our local Lefschetz number 
To obtain a global Lefschetz number we use globally defined metrics on M to construct 
Laplacians A” on the L2 sections of the bundle Ej restricted to the leaf L. Assume thatf* is a 
geometric endomorphism which covers the map f (see [2-I]). Denote by T/-‘* the com- 
pression of (fl L)* to ker(Af). The Schwartz kernel k,.i(X, y) of Tp* is smooth and 
tr(k,i(x,x)) defines a smooth measure on L. This measure varies measurably in L and is 
globally bounded on M. The transverse measure v combines with this measure to define a 
measure on M which we integrate over M to obtain the complex number tr,(TF). Now set 
L,(f) = j0 (-l)‘tr,(Ti*). 
Our Lefschetz Theorem is then: 
THEOREM: 
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The theorem we prove is, in fact, more general. In particular (1) the fixed point set must 
be a closed transverse submanifold, but there is no restriction on its codimension; (2) u” 
restricted to the normal bundle of the fixed point set must be non-degenerate (a condition 
satisfied by the identity map). 
Our proof uses the heat equation method (see [3], and [14], [15]) combined with recent 
results of Roe [20]. In particular, we consider for t > 0, 
p-l)itr,(f*P). 
We show that it is independent oft and then show that as t-rco it converges to L,(f) and 
that as t-+0 it is asymptotic to JN a(p)&. We end the paper with applications of the main 
theorem. 
2. THE LEFSCHETZ NUMBER 
2.1 Dirac Complexes along a Foliation. 
Let F be a codimension 4 smooth foliation of a smooth m = p + q dimensional compact 
oriented manifold M. We will assume that the tangent bundle along the leaves of F is 
oriented. We also assume that M has a Riemannian metric and that each bundle over M 
comes equipped with a metric. If a bundle is a complex bundle, we assume that the metric is 
Hermitian. A metric on a bundle over M induces a metric on the restriction of the bundle to 
a leaf of F. These metrics are unique in the sense that any two metrics on a bundle over M 
are quasi isometric, so the metrics they induce on the restriction of the bundle to a leaf are 
quasi isometric. In particular, the quasi isometry class of any leaf is uniquely determined. 
By a Dirac complex (E, d) along F we mean the following. 
(1) E=(G,, E,, . . . , E,) is a family of smooth finite dimensional complex vector 
bundles over M. We denote the space of smooth sections of Ei by C” (Ei). 
(2) d=(d,, . . . , d,_ 1) is a family of differential operators, where 
di: Cco(Ei)-,COO(Ei+l). 
We require that di+ i di = 0 and that the d, differentiate only in leaf directions. To be more 
specific on this last point let (V, xi, . . . , x,) be a coordinate chart for M where FI, is 
spanned by the vector fields a/ax,, . . . , a/ax,. We call such a chart a foliation chart. Then 
the restriction of di to U is given by a matrix of partial differential operators of the form 
Ca,(x)D? 
For di to differentiate only in leaf directions means that a=(al, . . . , a& where the ai are 
non negative integers and 
Da= 
aI4 
ax;1 .. . ax? 
wherelal=ai+ . . . +a,. 
Of course, the a, are smooth complex valued matrix functions on U. 
(3) We require the complex (E, d) to be a Dirac complex along the leaves of F. Briefly, 
this means the following. Use the given metrics to construct the adjoints dF_,: Cm(Ei)+ 
C” (Ei- 1), and denote by D the operator 
D = @(di+d:_,): C=‘(E)-+P(E) 
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where E = Oi Ei. E is required to be a Clifford bundle over the Clifford algebra of T* F, the 
cotangent bundle along the leaves. There is a Hermitian connection V on E which is 
compatible with Clifford multiplication and the Dirac operator D is given by the compo- 
sition 
Cm(E):C”(T*M@E)-+Cm(T*F@E):C”(E) 
where M is Clifford multiplication. 
Note that a Dirac complex along F when restricted to a leaf is a Dirac complex on the 
leaf, see [ 163, and hence an elliptic complex. The simplest and most natural example of such 
a complex is the DeRham complex of the foliation F. Here E’ = A iT* F @ C is the ith 
exterior power of the complexified cotangent bundle of F and di is the usual exterior 
derivative along the leaves of F. In fact all the classical complexes give rise to Dirac 
complexes along a foliation provided, of course, that the leaves support the necessary 
geometric structures for the complexes. 
Naturally associated to a Dirac complex (E, d) along F are families of Hilbert spaces 
H’(E, d), i = 0, . . . , k. Denote by L a leaf of F and by Ef the restriction of Ei to L. Then di 
induces 
where C: (EL) denotes the smooth sections with compact support. Extend d” to a densely 
defined unbounded operator on L’(EF). A section SE L’(Ef) is in the domain of df 
provided that there is a sequence sjo Cz(Ef) copverging to s (in the L2 sense) so that @sj 
also converges in L’. We then set dfs = lim(dCsj). This is well defined. Then define 
H;(E, d) = 
ker d/ 
(im dk 1 n dom df) 
and H’(E, d)= {H;(E, d)}. 
It is necessary to mod out by the closure of image diL’_, in the definition of Hi(E, d) as this 
subspace is in general not a closed subspace of the domain of d:. 
The adjoint dT_ I of di_ 1 induces 
d,P, : L’(EF) --) L’(E;_ 1) 
where the domain is defined just as it was for df . Next we define 
AL : C~ (Ei) ~ C~(Ei) 
Since the operator DL= @ (df 0 df?l) is a Dirac operator and each leaf L is a complete 
Riemannian manifold, DL is essentially self adjoint [9], hence (DL)2 = @iA; is also 
essentially self adjoint. Thus each A; has a unique extension to a densely defined unbounded 
self adjoint operator (also denoted A:) on L2 (Ef). In addition if g(x) is any bounded Bore1 
function on [O, oo), the bounded operator g(Af) is uniquely defined by the spectral theorem 
[19]. Again the domain of AL consists of all s in L2(Ef) such that there is a sequence sj in 
Cz (Ef) converging to s with Afsj also converging. Then Afs=lim A”sj. 
THEOREM 2.1.1 (Hodge theorem for Dirac operators on complete manifolds) 
L2(Ef)= kerAb @ image df- 1 0 image df*. 
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This theorem for non compact complete Riemannian manifolds appears to be a folk 
theorem. We give a proof in the Appendix. 
COROLLARY 2.1.2. The natural map ker Af+Hi(E, d) is an isomorphism. 
Proof: As a consequence of the Hodge theorem, we know that this map is an injection 
and that to show surjectivity we need only show that ker d” is perpendicular to the closure 
of image d,F*. This follows if we show ker df is perpendicular to image d,k*. Let s E ker df and 
choose a sequence SUE Cq (EC) so that sj-+ s and dLsj +O. Let TE image df* and choose 
rt E C; (Ef+ i) so that (rk} converges and dC* rlr -P r. Denote the L2 inner product by ( , ). 
Then 
(s, r) = lim (s, df* rk) and (s, df* rk) =lim (sj, dF* rk) 
k-m i 
Since both Sj and rk are smooth and compactly supported we have 
(sj, df* rk) = (dCsj, r,)-+O as j+co. 
Note. Thus (s, df* r,.)+O and (s, r)=O. 
2.2 Geometric Endomorphisms. 
An endomorphism T = (T,,, . . . , Tk) of a Dirac complex (E, d) along F is a collection of 
complex linear maps 
Ti: C” (Ei) ~ C” (Ei) 
so that di Ti = Ti+ 1 di. We are interested in the so called geometric endomorphisms ([2-I]) 
given as follows. Letf: M+M be a smooth diffeomorphism such that for each leaf L of F, 
f(L)=L. For each i=O,. . . , k, let 
be a smooth bundle map. Define Ti by (Ti S) (X) = Ai, X (s(f(x))), for s E C” (Ei). Here Ei, X is 
the fiber over the point x, 
Ai,x:(f* Ei)x= Ei,ftx,+Ei,, 
and thus (Tis) (x) E Ei, X. We assume that the Ai are chosen so that T=(T,, . . . , Tk) defines 
an endomorphism of (E, d). We call such an endomorphism the geometric endomorphism of 
(E, d) determined byfand A=(A,,, . . . , A,). 
Example. Let (E, d) be the DeRham complex of F, and fa diffeomorphism of M which 
takes each leaf to itself. For Ai we take the ith exterior power of the dual df* of the 
differential dfoffrestricted to the complexified tangent bundle of F. Thus for each XE M. 
Ai.x = A’df.: (A~T*F@C)/~,,-+?T*F@K), 
and Ti is just the composition of the mapfdefined byf(s) (x) = scf(x)) with Ai,=- Thus for any 
leaf L, TF = TilL is just the map cfl,_)* induced byfon the differential forms on L. We will 
denote this endomorphism (and the ones it induces on other classical complexes) by f*. 
PROPOSITION 2.2.1. A geometric endomorphism T=(T,,, . . . , T,) of the complex (E, d) 
defines maps 
for all i and L. 
TiL”* : H;(E, d)+H;(E, d) 
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Proof: We first show that Ti induces a bounded operator 
c: L2 (Ef) + L2 (EL). 
Sincef is a diffeomorphism of a compact manifold there are positive constants d, <d, so 
that for each leaf L and each x in L, we have d, < ldet (df& 1 cd,. Denote the inner product 
on L2(Ef) by ( , )‘. Then it follows by the change of variables y=S(x) on L that there is a 
constant c such that for all leaves, (f(s),f((~))~ 5 c(s, s)~ where s E L’(Ef). Similarly, since 
Ai :f* Ei + Ei is smooth over the compact manifold M, there is a positive number e such that 
for all x in M and c’ in (f* Ei)x, (A,,, u, Aiqx u), 5 e(u, II), , where ( , ) is the inner product on 
the fiber of the appropriate bundle. This implies immediately that there is b > 0 so that for 
each leaf L, the map Tf on C:(Ef) induced by Ti satisfies 11 Tfs/l~bllsll, where 1) I( is the L2 
norm on EL. Thus Ti induces a bounded operator on L*(EF). 
Now suppose SE ker (df). Let s,,~Cg(Ef) be a sequence of sections converging to s with 
dts,+O. Then Tfs,-+TFs. If ueC;(Ef), there is a section ul~C”fEi) so that u~)~=u. (Here 
it is essential that the support be compact). As d,T,u, = Ti+ ldiul, we have that df Tfu = 
TIL,, dfu. Thus 
dfT$, = Tf+,dfs, + 0 as n+cO. 
So T:seker (df). 
A similar argument shows that Tf maps the closed subspace generated by (image df_ 1 n 
domain df) to itself. This completes the proof. 
We note that the requirement thatfis a diffeomorphism is essential. Examples show that 
for relatively simplefwhich are not diffeomorphisms, the Tf are not bounded operators. 
We denote the projection of L2(Ef) onto ker (A!) by PC, and we denote by Tf * the map 
p& T&p” 1, * 
PROPOSITION 2.2.2. The diagram 
ker A: F:** ker A” 
1 1 
H;(E, d) F,- Hi(E, d) 
is commutative. 
Proof: Given u in ker AL we denote its class in Hi(E, d) by [u]. To show that the 
diagram commutes we must show that for all u in ker A”, 
[cu] = [P”T;u]. 
By the Hodge theorem 
Tfu = PfTfx+a+b 
where a4mage df_ , and beimage d, L** It is not difficult to see that image df-* is per- 
pendicular to ker(df). Since Tfu is in ker(df), b must be 0. The lemma follows. 
2.3 tr, and the Lefschetz Number. 
Let M and F be as above. A transversal to F is a Bore1 subset of M which intersects each 
leaf in a countable set. A smooth transversal is a proper embedded submanifold of M which 
is a transversal. The set of transversals forms a o-ring. A transverse measure is a measure on 
this u-ring. 
There is a particularly nice class of smooth transversals which we can use to illustrate 
these ideas. Let {(Vi, +i)} i = 1, . . I , N be a finite open cover of M (assumed compact) by 
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coordinate charts. Here &: Ui + 6, c R” is a diffeomorphism. We say that this is a good 
cover for F provided that 
1. r?, = Dp(l)x04(1)c RPx Rq= R”, where DP(r)={x~RP:IxI<r}. 
2. For each xeDq(l), P, = 4; ’ (Dp(l) x (x)) is contained in a leaf of F. P, is called a 
plaque of F. 
3. If Ui n 8, + 4, then Ui n Uj + 4 and Ui n Uj is connected. 
4. Each pi extends to a diffeomorphism of an open set Vi to DP(2) x Oq(2), so that the 
cover ((Vi, pi)} satisfies 1 (with Dp(l) replaced by 04(2)) and 3 above. 
5. Each plaque of Vi intersects at most one plaque of Vj and a plaque of Ui intersects a
plaque of Uj if and only if the corresponding plaques of Vi and Vj intersect. 
Good covers always exist. 
Let {(Vi, pi)} be a good cover for F. For each i set 
Ri = ~; ’ ((0) X Dq( 1)). 
Then Ri is a transversal and R = U Ri is a complete transversal (it intersects each leaf). Given 
XERi, denote the plaque of Ui through x by PI. If Ui n Uj +#, we define a local 
diffeomorphismfji: Ri + Rj byfji(x)= y provided that Pi n P’, is not empty. The holonomy 
pseudo-group acting on R is the pseudo-group generated by thehi. This idea extends to give 
a pseudo-group of local diffeomorphisms on any smooth transversal, called the holonomy 
pseudo-group. A transverse measure induces a measure vi on Ri, and the measure is an 
invariant transverse measure ifhi = vi for every such transversal R. It follows that the 
induced measure on any smooth transversal is invariant under the action of the holonomy 
pseudo-group. 
We fix once and for all a Radon invariant transverse measure v for F on M (in the sense 
of [17] chap. iv). The metric on M restricts to a metric on each leaf which gives a volume 
form AL on each leaf. These fit together to yield a smooth tangential measure Iz = (i.L). The 
measures 1and v combine to give a measure on M as follows. Let R be a transversal coming 
from a good coordinate system. Construct a Bore1 map x: M+ R as follows. Define n(y) = x 
foryEP~ifP~isaplaqueofU,andx~R,.Definen(y)=zforyEPf-U,ifPtisaplaqueof 
U2 and z E R,. Continue in this manner. Let A be a Bore1 set with characteristic function x. 
Define 
It is an easy consequence of the invariance of v that p(A) does not depend on the transversal 
R or the map 7~: M+R. 
Fix once and for all a good cover of M, and let U and V be charts with transversals R, 
and RY respectively. Let y:[O, l]+M be a path whose image is contained in a leaf with 
y(0)~R, and ye R,. Then y induces a local diffeomorphism y: R,+R, with domain D,. 
Denote by U x y V the set 
u P,” x Py’(X, 
XCD, 
where P,” is the plaque of x in U and similarly for Py’(x, U x y V is called a graph chart for F, 
and it has a natural structure as a 2p+q dimensional manifold. For simplicity, assume 
D, = R,. Let U xDp x Dq with coordinates (u, t) and V=Dp x DQ with coordinates (u, s). 
Then y induces y : Dq+Dq and U x y Vx Dp x Dp x Dq. If YE U has coordinates (u, t) and ZE V 
has coordinates (u, y(t)), then (y, Z)E U xy V has coordinates (u, V, t). A section of a bundle over 
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U x ,V will be called measurable if it is a Bore1 map with respect to the Bore1 structure 
arising from this differentiable structure. 
Let E be a bundle over A4 with dual bundle E*. Denote by T(F; E) the space of all 
sections k(x, y) of the bundle E @ E* over M x M such that k(x, y) =0 if x and y are not on 
the same leaf. We say k is tangentially smooth if for any leaf L, kL = k IL X L is smooth. We say 
k is measurable if k restricted to any graph chart is measurable. Each graph chart is a subset 
of M x M and the bundle E @ E* over M x M restricts to a smooth bundle over U x ?V. We 
denote the smooth sections with compact support of this bundle by C$(U, V, y), and we 
consider it as a subspace of T(F; E) by setting k(x, y) = 0 if (x, y) # U x y V. Recall that for any 
leaf L, EL = E 1 L. If kEC;( U, V, Y) define 
by 
for seL2(EL). 
k’: L* (EL) + Lz(EL) 
kL(s) (x) = k(x, Y)S(Y) d/IL 0 
THEOREM 2.3.1. If kK,“(U, V, y), then kL defines a bounded smoothing operator on 
L2(EL), whose norm is bounded independently of L. 
Proof: Let {Pi} j> 1 be the collection of plaques of V which intersect L. Let P, = 
L- UjPj. For SEL*(E~) let sj(x) = xj(x)s(x) where xi is the characteristic function of P,. 
Then s(x) = Csj(x) and kLsj(x) can be non zero only for x on the plaque of U (if such exists) 
corresponding to Pi under y. Hence the {kLsj} have disjoint support and thus are 
orthogonal. It follows that the L2 norm of kL(s) satisfies 
jr0 
Now using coordinates for U x ,, V which define the 
Cauchy-Schwartz inequality on each Pj it follows that 
llkL(sj) II 2 5 C IlSj II 2 
differentiable structure and the 
where C depends only on the pointwise bound sup II k(x, y) 1) over (x, y)cM x M, where here 
)I II denotes the smooth fiberwise norm on E @ E*, and sup vol (P,‘) over all plaques in V. 
Thus, boundedness independent of L follows. 
kL(x, y) is smooth on L x L with support contained in a bounded neighborhood of the 
diagonal. In addition, it and each of its derivatives is uniformly bounded on L x L since 
kEC,“(U, V, y). Thus it follows that kL is a bounded smoothing operator. 
Definition. Let k(x, y)cT(F, E). We write k(x, y@Cc(F; E) provided there is a finite 
collection of graph charts (Vi, Vi, yi) and elements ki(x, ~)EC$(U~, Vi, yi) with 
k(x, Y) = x k(x, Y)- 
Note that in the context of [7] p. 564 that Cz(F, E)= C,“(G) where G is the holonomy 
graph of the foliation. However, our k(x, y) act on different Hilbert spaces. 
Each kEC,“(F; E) defines a family {k‘} of bounded smoothing operators on L’(E‘). The 
bound on the norms of the kL is independent of L. 
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THEOREM 2.3.2. If k(x, y)~Cgm(F; E), then it is bounded, measurable and tangentially 
smooth. In addition, tff is a leafwise dtfiomorphism as in section 2.1 then k(f (x), y) is bounded, 
measurable and tangentially smooth. 
Proof: We may assume that kEC;(U, V, y) for some graph chart. As k andf are bounded 
and tangentially smooth, we need only prove measurability. Let U, x ,V1 be any graph 
chart. We may assume, without any loss of generality that U = U,, V= V, and D,= D,. 
Consider the section k,(x, y) of E @ E* over U x ,V given by 
k,(x, Y) = 
kk Y) if Y(P(x)) = h4x)) 
o otherwise 
where p:U+R, is the projection. This is clearly a measurable section and there is an 
obvious diffeomorphism 4: U x d V-r U x y V so that k, 0 $J = k I U x bV. Thus k is measur- 
able. 
Now consider k(f(x), y) on a graph chart U 1 x d V, . Here we may assume that f (U t ) = U 
and V, = V. Let $:U, x,V-+U x,V be given by 4(x, y)=(f(x), y’) where r(~Cf(x))) 
=pi(y’), pi : V-+R, and a,,(y)=n,,(y’). Here nP: V-D” is the obvious projection. Then 
kU-(4, y)lU, x.Vi = k”4(x, y) 
and so is measurable. 
THEOREM 2.3.3. Suppose k(x, ~)EC~(F; E) and that T is a geometric endomorphism of E 
gioen by f and A:f *E+E. Then tr k(x, x) and tr A/,,, 0 k(f(x), x) are bounded, tangentially 
smooth, measurable functions on M. 
Proof For the case tr k(x, x) we can assume ke C; (U, U, 7). Let k, be the restriction of k 
to C$‘(U, U, id). It is apparent hat tr k(x, x)= tr k,(x, x). By the previous theorem k,(x, y) is 
measurable on U x idU. The diagonal U+U x i,, U is a Bore1 map, hence tr k(x, x) is 
measurable on U. For tr A /tX,ok(f(x), x) we may assume kEC,“(U,, U, y) withf(U)= U,. 
Let k, (f(x), y) be the restriction of k (f(x), y) to C;(U, U, id). By the previous theorem 
k,(f(x), Y) and hence Ar,,,k,Cf(x), Y) are measurable. As above, we restrict to the diagonal 
and apply tr to conclude the result. 
Definition 2.3.4. Let k(x, y) E T(F; E) be measurable and bounded. The v trace of k, tr,(k) 
is given by 
tr,(k) = 
s 
tr k(x, x) dp. 
M 
If k, E Cz (F; E) and k, E T(F; E) is bounded and measurable, we define k, 0 kz E r(F; E) 
by 
kl o k,(x, Y) = s k,b, 4 k,(z, Y) di.L(4 L 
where L is the leaf through x. We define kz 0 k, in the same way. 
THEOREM 2.3.5. k, 0 k, and k, 0 k, are bounded measurable elements of T(F; E). 
Proof For fixed x (or y), k, (x, y) is smooth on L with compact support whose diameter 
is bounded independently of x, y and L. Since the leaves of F have bounded geometry [lo] 
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(coming from the compact manifold M), it follows that the measure of this support is 
bounded independently of x, y and L.. From this, boundedness of kl 0 k, and k, 0 k, follows. 
To show measurablity we may assume that k, E Cz(U, V, y) with D,= Rv, and we need only 
consider k, 0 k, restricted to U x d V, where D, = R,. Consider 
X = {(x, <, y): (x, [)EU x,V and (x, y)eU x,,V,}. 
For (x, [, y)oX it follows that ([, y)~ V x = VI where a = a;,-‘. Let U x ,Vx Dp x Dp x Dq 
with coordinates (u, v, t) and V x o1 V1 x Dp x Dp x Dq with coordinates (v, w, t’). Then X z Dp 
x Dp x Dq x Dq with coordinates (x, c, y)-(u, v, w, t). Here p(x)= y- ‘(p(r)) and p(x) 
=CJ -‘(p(y)).The coordinates (x, y)+(u, v, t) give precisely the differentiable structure on 
u XaV1. 
On X we take the Bore1 measure given by the product measure which is the product of 
Lebesque measure dudvdw and dv(t). This is a finite measure on X. On U x OV, 
k,“k,(x,~)=j-k,( u, v, t)k&, w, t) vol (v, t)dv, 
where vol (v, t)dt = dlL ((v, t)) on V. We can apply the Tonelli Theorem to the positive and 
negative parts of k,(u, v, t)k2 (v, w, t) vol(v, t) relative to the above product measure to 
conclude k, 0 k, is measurable on U x o V, . A similar argument holds for k, 0 k, . 
THEOREM 2.3.6. Suppose k, E C;(F; E) and k,ET(F; E) is bounded and measurable. Then 
tr,(k, 0 k2) = tr,(k, 0 k,). 
Proof: We may assume k,&,“(U, V, y). Now 
tr,(k, 0 k2) = J tr(k, 0 k,(x, x)) dp = J [I W, (x, yhh 4WL (Y) dcc M M L 1 
where L is the leaf through x. Set z = p(x). Since k,(x, y) = 0 unless XE U, this last term is 
JJ W, (x, y)k,h .4M~LW~ = u L JJJ MI 6, y)k2(y, 4WL(y) diL(W. 41 Pz Pm 
Since k,(x, y)=O unless XEP, and YEP,(,, (the plaque containing y(z)) and v is an invariant 
measure, this last integral equals 
JR” J [I WAy, 4k, (x, yWLW d~LWW P Hi, P. 1 
As the last term is tr,(k20 k,), we are done. 
We now collect some facts about the operators A” on the bundles Ef coming from the 
Dirac complex (E, d). As noted above if g is any bounded Bore1 function on [0, co), g(Af) is a 
well defined operator on L’(Ef). The collection g(Ai) = {g(Af)} defines a distributional 
section of E @ E* which we denote by ke(x, y). We denote the v trace of this element, if it 
exists, by either tr,(g(Ai)) or tr,(k:). The following is the analogue of [21] (2.1) in our context. 
THEOREM 2.3.7. Let g be a bounded Bore1 function on R whose Fourier transform 
&C;(R). Then ki(x, y)eCz(F; Ei). 
Proof: We may use the proof of Theorem (2.1) of [21] mutatis mutandis. 
Denote by S(R+) the space of smooth functions on [0, cc) which are the restriction of the 
Schwartz class functions on R. 
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THEOREM 2.3.8. Suppose gES(R+). Then tr,(g(Ai)) exists and isfinite. Zf B is a differential 
operator on Ei along F with smooth coeficients and T=(T,,, . . , , Tk) is a geometric 
endomorphism oj(E, d) given byfand A = (A,, . . . , A,), then tr,(BTig(Ai)) and tr,(TiBg(Ai)) 
exist and arefinite. 
Before proving this we note the following. Let 11 11 be the smooth fiberwise norm on 
Ei 0 Ef’ over M x M induced by the metric on Ei over M. Let Vi be the connection on 
Ei @ EF induced by the Hermitian connection on Ei (which is part of the definition of the 
Dirac complex (E, d)). Denote by C’(F, Ei) the space of tangentially smooth elements 
k (x, y) E T(F; Ei) such that the norm 
II Ilkll Il,=su~Wf~,,y,~. . . Vf,,,,, 4x, y,ll) 
is finite, where the sup is taken over all (x, ~)EM x M and all collections (X,, Y,), . . . , 
(X,, Y,), sir, where Xj~TL,., Yjc TL, are unit vectors. Denote by C”(F, Ei) the Frechet 
space n, C’(F, Ei) and note that Cz(F, Ei) c C”(F; Ei). 
THEOREM 2.3.9. lfgES(Ri’) then keEC”(F; Ei). In particular the map g+kL is continuous. 
(Note: Compare [20] (2.13)) 
Proof: For each leaf L and kdZ, we have the Sobolev space Zf,(Ef) which is the 
completion of Cz(Ef) in the norm 
where II II,, is the Lz norm on Cz(Ef). If A: H,(Ef) -+ H,(Ef) is a bounded operator, we 
denote its operator norm by IIAIl,,k. If gES(R+)‘then 
11 g@;) Il,.k S IIt1 + A3”-i”2 g@f) th,o 
which by the spectral mapping theorem is bounded by supx z 0 [( 1 + ~)(~-fi/~ g(x)] and so is 
finite. Thus g(Af) is a smoothing operator for all L and i, and the family kifx, y)~r(F; Ei) is 
tangentially smooth. 
For XE L, unit vectors X,, . . . , X,ETL,. and UE&, 11 v(I = 1, let S$x be the distri- 
butional section of Ef given by 
(@X, a) = ((Vi, . . . v:,o, (x), u) 
for o E CF(Ef). (If r = 0 we merely write S;). The p dimensional manifold consisting of the 
union of all leaves is a manifold of bounded geometry. In addition, the metric on Ef and Vi I,_ 
come from global objects on M and so are globally bounded, i.e. in terms of any local 
orthonormal framing, their coefficients and all the derivatives of their coefficients to finite 
order are bounded independently of L. It follows that given s, there is k > 0, depending on s, 
~othat6~~1~H_,(E~)forallx,v,LandX=(X,,.. . , X,). In addition IIS;’ II + is bounded 
independently of x, v, L and X,, . . . , X,. 
Now let r be a non negative integer and (x, U)EM x M. For i = 1, . . . , s, sir, let 
Xi~ TL,, Yin TL, be unit vectors and assume x and y are on the same leaf L of F. TO show 
that II IIk:II 11, is finite, it is enough to show that l(g(A~)6~‘, S:x)I is bounded indepen- 
dentlyofx,y,L,u,wandX=(X, . . . . X,),Y=(Y1 ,..., Y,).But 
I(g(A;)S;‘, 62’ >I 5 IIs II -k,k II$” II -k 11 s:‘x 11 -k 
and IIs@C)ll-k.k 5 Kodak where hdk = sup,. ,,[(l +x)“g(x)]. Thus we have 
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where c, is a constant depending only on s, and k depends on s. Thus k6 E C’(F; E) for all r 
and as the semi norms II Jllr define the topology on S(R+), the map g+k: is continuous. 
Proof of 2.3.8. AS k, E C” (F; Ei), it is uniformly bounded and tangentially smooth, so we 
need only prove measurablity. Chose g.ES(R+) with 4”~ C,“(R) and g. +g. Then 
kgnECo(F; Ei), so it is measurable and by 2.3.9 k,Jx, y) converges uniformly to k,(x, y), 
which is thus measurable. 
To prove measurability of BTig(Ai) and Ti13g(Ai) we need only prove measurability 
when restricted to a graph chart. Thus, suppose that locally (on M) B is of the form 
AS the Ai and b, are smooth on M, BTig(Ai) and TiIIg(Ai) determine lements in C=(F, Ei), 
which are 
F b,(x) “‘~~z~~ T(.$! y) and Ai. /(xl $ b,(x) ~!~~(“‘;?:). 
P 
. . pp 
These are obviously measurable, so the assertions about tr,(BTig(Ai) and 
follow. 
COROLLARY 2.3.10. For i=O,. . . , k, and t > 0, tr,( Ti exp( - tAi)) exists and is finite. 
Recall that P~:L*(E~)+ker (A”) is the projection and that if T=(T,, . . . T,J is a 
geometric endomorphism of (E, d), n* : L’(Ef)+ker (AL) is the composition Pf TFP;. This 
is a smoothing operator since P” is a smoothing operator and hence e* has a smooth 
Schwartz kernel. The family TF = (Tk*) determines an element of T(F; Ei). 
THEOREM 2.3.11. tr,(T:) exists and is finite. In particular 
tr”(TF) = lim tr,(TiebrAi). 
t-m 
Definition 2.3.12. Let M, F, (E, d), v,f, and T be as above. The v Lefschetz number of T, 
L,(T) is 
L,(T) = i (-l)‘tr,(TF). 
i=O 
That this is a reasonable definition is the content of Proposition (2.2.2). 
TO prove (2.3.11) we study the family of operators exp( - tAi)Ti exp( - tAi) = {exp( - tA4) 
Tf exp( - tAf)>. Each exp (- tAf) Tf exp (- CA:) is a smoothing operator on L’(Ef) and so 
has a smooth Schwartz kernel kf:I(x, y). This family of kernels determines a tangentially 
smooth element of r(F; Ei) denoted by kf’T(x, y). 
THEOREM 2.3.13. Fix to > 0. Then for t > to, the pointwise norm (1 kfvT (x, y) II is uniformly 
bounded on M x M independently oft. 
Proof: As in the proof of (2.3.9), to show that II kb ’ (x, y) 11 is uniformly bounded, it is 
enough to show that I (exp( - CA!) T: exp( - CA:) S;, S,W) I is bounded independently of x, y, 
u, w and L. But this is bounded by 
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and 
Ilexp( - tAf) Tf exp( - tAf> 11 -k,k = Ilev(- CA:) llo.k II Ti-Ilo.o Ilexp(-- tAf II +.,, . 
As II J-f l10.0 is bounded independently of L, we need only show that for fixed j and k, 
Ilexpt - tAL) 1lj.L is bounded independently of t 2 t,, and L. Now Ilexp( - tAf)I(j,r 
= 11(1+A~)(k-ni2 exp(-tAf)IIO,O. By the spectral theorem, this last norm is bounded 
by sup (1 +x)(~-~‘* exp( - tx) where the sup is taken over t 2 t, and x 2 0. It is elementary 
that this is finite. 
COROLLARY 2.3.14. For all t >0, tr,(exp(-tAi) Ti exp( -tAi)) exists and is finite. For 
t 2 t, > 0, tr, (exp( - tAi) Ti exp( - tAi)) is bounded independently oft. 
THEOREM 2.3.15 trV( Tiexp( - 2tAi)) = tr,(exp( - tAi) Ti exp( - tAi)). 
Proof. Choose a sequence g,ES(R+) with &EC:(R) and limg,(x)=exp(-tx). As 
exp( - tx)g,(x)+exp( - 2tx) in S(R+) the Schwartz kernels of the exp( -tAi)g.(Ai) 
converge to the Schwartz kernel of exp(-2tAJ in C”(F, Ei). It follows that the Schwartz 
kernels of the Tiexp( -tAi)g.(Ai) converge uniformly to the Schwartz kernel of 
Tiexp( - 2rAi). Thus 
tr,( Tiexp( - 2tAi)) = lim tr,(Tiexp( - tAi)g, (Ai)). 
As T,exp( - tAi) defines a measurable bounded element of T(F; Ei) and kgm&,“(F; E,), we 
have by (2.3.6) 
tr,(Tiexp(-tAi)g,(Ai))=tr,(g,(Ai) Tiexp(-tAi))* 
LEMMA 2.3.16. The Schwartz kernels of the gn(Ai) Ti exp(-CA,) converge uniformly to 
the Schwartz kernel ofexp( - tAi)Tiexp( - tAi). 
This lemma implies that 
iim tr,(g.(Ai)Tiexp( - tAi))=tr,(exp( - tAi)Tiexp( - tAi)). 
Proofof2.3.16. As in the proof of (2.3.13) we need only show that, as n-m. 
lim 11 g,(Af)TFe-'Af - e-r@ ‘I’:,-@ II _k,k = 0 
independently of L. Now 
11 g,(A”)Tfe-fA! - e-N TF,-tAf II_ k,k = i19n@?)-e-‘AfII0.k IIT~llo.o lle-rALll -k,O’ 
As lim(l+x)j(g,(x)-e+“)=O as n -+co in S(R+) for fixed j and t>O, and IITfII,., and 
I)exp( -tAf)ll _k,o are bounded independently of L, we have the lemma. 
THEOREM 2.3.17. tr,(TF) exists, is finite and equals 
lim trv(e-‘Ai Tie-“‘). 
,+m 
Proof As the Schwartz kernels of the exp( - tAi) Tiexp( - tAi) (thought of as elements of 
T(F, E,)) are uniformly bounded for t2to > 0, we need only show that they converge 
pointwise to the Schwartz kernel of Pi TiPi = TF. We then have that the Schwartz kernel of 
Tf’ is bounded and measurable and an application of the dominated convergence theorem 
finishes the proof (and the proof of (2.3.11)). 
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As in the proof of Theorem (2.3.13), we need only show 
I((e-“A:T~e-‘A4-PCTLPI”) SJ, S!J)l 
goes to zero as t goes to co. But this is bounded by 
)((e-fALT~e-‘A’-e-‘A”T~PC) Si, SI)l + I((e-‘A:T~P~-P~T,LP~) SI, S:)l 
which is in turn bounded by 
lle-rA~IIo,k IITLllO,O II(e-rA~-~~)~~ll,ll~~ll-k+ WfA~-PiL) G’?f’f~~)lh IIC’ll-k. 
Now II TfIIO,-, and IIS!JII _t are constant in t and ()exp( -tAf)Il,,lr is bounded indepen- 
dently of t for t 2 t,, > 0. We have 
II(e-‘Af-Pf)6,“(Io = II[(e-‘AL-Pf)(l +AF)k’2]((1 +A~)-lri28~) /I0 
and the spectral theorem says that the operator (exp( -tAf)- Pf)(l + A:)“‘* converges 
strongly to zero as t goes to co. Thus 
lim Jl(e-~A~-Pf)6;l10 =0 
t-m 
and the first term goes to zero as t goes to co. 
To show that the second term converges to zero, we note that 
ll(exp(-tAf)-Pf)(TfPfB,“)(I, = II[(l+A~)k’2(exp(-tA~)-P~)] (T~Pf8;)11,,, 
remark that since Pf is a smoothing operator, T~PfBf:~ll,,(Ef), and apply the argument 
above. 
3. FIXED POINT INDICES AND THE LEFSCHETZ THEOREM 
Let M, F, v,f, and T be as above. In order to state our Lefschetz Theorem, we need to 
make some restriction on the fixed point set N off: In particular, we assume: 
N is a finite disjoint union u Nj of closed submanifolds of M and each Nj is transverse to 
the foliation. 
We note the following immediate consequences. 
1. Each Nj is compact. 
2. For each leaf L. Nj” = Njn L is an embedded submanifold of dimension 
nj” = dimNj-q. 
3. Let d,( ,) be the distance function on L and for E > 0, let 
JV-JN;) = {x~L:d,(x. Nf) -a}. 
Then there is an E > 0 such that for all L and j, X,(Nf) is an embedded normal disk 
bundle in L and all the X,(Nf) are disjoint. We shall henceforth denote u JVJN~) by 
i. L 
JV,W). 
We must also impose a restriction on the mapJ: We assumefis non-degenerate on each 
Nf. This means the following. For each L, denote by Xf the quotient bundle 
(TL INf)/TNf. df IL preserves TN; so it induces dfJy:Mf + Xf covering the identity map 
on Nt. To say f is non degenerate on N means that for all x in N, det(l, - dfK,X) + 0, i.e. 
dfN does not have 1 as an eigenvalue. Note that the identity map satisfies this condition. 
Suppose we are given for each Nf a smooth (on Nf) measure a;. We assume that the uf 
are measurable on N, i.e. measurable as we move transversely to F. Denote the family {uf } 
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by a. We define j, adv as follows. Let ((Vi, pi)} be a gooq cover for F, and {Icli} a partition 
of unity subordinate to this cover. Then 
Since the Nj are compact, for any fixed plaque P, (being relatively compact in its leaf L), only 
a finite number of the components of NjL have non trivial intersection with P,. Also, it is easy 
to show that j, udv is independent of the choice of good cover and partition of unity. We can 
alternatively define I, udv in a manner analogous to the definition of p. Let R be a complete 
transversal in M and nj: Nj + R a measurable map such that nj(x) is on the leaf through x. 
Then 
It follows from invariance of v that the two definitions are the same. Now we state the main 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1.1. (Lefschetz Theorem for Foliated Manifolds) 
Let M, F, (E, d), v,f, A and T be as above. To each Nf we can associate a smooth measure 
a4 which depends only on f, A, the symbols of the Ai, the metrics, and their derivatives to ujnite 
order only on NF so that 
L,(T) = I adv. N 
For the classical complexes, we can identify the a: explicitly. Suppose (E, d) is a classical 
complex (DeRham, signature, Dolbeault, spin) and suppose T=f * acting on forms. Then at 
is the usual local integrand given by the Atiyah-Singer G index theorem. Iff is the identity 
and we take the codimension zero foliation of M which has one leaf (namely M), we recover 
the Atiyah-Singer Index Theorem [4] for the classical operators. For these same operators, 
iff is not the identity and we take the zero codimension foliation, we recover the G Index 
Theorem [S] and the Atiyah-Bott Lefschetz theorem [2] for geometric endomorphisms. 
If (E, d) is an arbitrary Dirac complex for any component of Nj which is a single point X, 
then 
f (- l)‘trAi.x 
aiL(x) = ;;$I, - dfL.,)j 
where I, - dfL_*: TL, -+ TL,. See [ZII]. If we take the codimension zero foliation, we 
recover the Atiyah-Bott Lefschetz Theorem for Dirac operators and zeroth order geometric 
endomorphisms. For the classical complexes with T = f * we may further identify aj” in this 
case. 
(a) The DeRhum complex. 
ajL(x) = signdet(l, - df,.,). 
See [Z-II] section 3. 
(b) Signature complex. 
In this case the foliation must be even dimensional (say 2v) and fI. an isometry. TL, splits 
into a sum of two dimensional subspaces and dfL,X on each subspace is given by rotation 
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through an angle t$, k = 1 . . . , t’. The fixed point index is 
a;(x) = i-“n,cot(&/2). 
See [2]. Theorem (6.27). The collection (0,. . . . , 0,) is called a coherent set of angles for dfL 
at x. 
(c) Dolbeault complex. 
Here, each L must be a complex manifold of dimension u, andf, a holomorphic map. 
Foreachr=O,..., u we have an elliptic complex (the a complex of forms of type (r, s)) and 
a Lefschetz number L,(f**‘). The real vector space TL, has a complex structure and Q”~,~ 
preserves the complex structure. Thus we may think of djL,X as a complex linear map and so 
det, (dfL,X) and tr,( A ‘df,, ,) make sense. For the complex of forms of type (I, s), T fixed, ui, 
is given by 
See [ZII] p. 458. 
(d) Spin complex. 
In this case, we assume that tangent bundle along the leaves TF has a spin (20) reduction 
P, P being a principal spin(2v) bundle, and the map f is an isometry such that a” lifts to a 
mapofP.If0,,..., 8, is a coherent set of angles for dfL at x = Nt, then 
U?(X) = f i”2-“n,cosec(8,/2). 
See [2-H]. Theorem 8.25 and [ 151. Theorem 4.2.5. The ambiguity in a: is due to the fact that 
if df has a lifting to P, then it has a second lifting and at a given fixed point, the value of the 
u’s for the two liftings are related by one being the negative of the other. The sign at a 
particular fixed point depends on the lifting and the particular fixed point. In practice, one 
can eliminate this ambiguity by exhibiting a particular lifting. 
4. A UNIVERSAL EXAMPLE 
We now construct a manifold M with a foliation of codimension 2 and a diffeomorphism 
f of M preserving the foliation which has non zero Lefschetz numbers for all the classical 
complexes. The manifold is a flat T* bundle over X4, the surface of genus 4. First we give an 
algebraic construction off and M, then we show how to realize them geometrically. 
Let r c SL2 R be a subgroup generated by elements aj = 8-%&, j = 1, . , . , 7 where 
d 0 
a= 
[ 1 0 d-l d>O 
and 0 is rotation by n/16. For proper choice of a, C4 = r\SL,RIS02. We take for a 
fundamental domain of C, a regular 16-gon D centered at zero in the Poincare disc 
(r, SL, R/S02). The action of the generators we have chosen for r identifies opposite edges 
of D by translation along the geodesic through the midpoints of the respective dges. The 
elements aj satisfy one relation, namely 
a,,a;‘a2a;1a4a; 1a6z;1ag *ala;1ajaq1a5a~1a, = Id. 
We note that the SO, bundle r/SL2R over & is a non trivial double cover of the orthogonal 
frame bundle r/PSL,R of X4 and so defines a spin structure of X4. 
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To determine a flat T2 bundle over X4, we need only define a homomorphism 
h: n, &) + Diff( T’). The bundle 
M = (SL,R/SO,) x ,, T2 
is obtained from (SL,R/SO,) x T2 by identifying (x, t) with (yx, h(y)t) for all y in x,(X:,). The 
natural foliation F’ on (SL2R/S02) x T2, whose leaves are (SL,R/SO,) x (t), then descends 
to a foliation F on M transverse to the fibers of M. 
To this end denote by A the element of Diff(T2) determined by the affine map of R2 
given by (x,y)+(-x+s, -y+s) where s is any irrational number. Denote by B the 
element determined by (CC, y) + (-x, - y). Here we set T2 = R2/Z2. Then define 
by 
h: rri(&) + Diff(T’) 
h(aj) = A for j = 0, 3, 4, 7 and h(aj) = J3 forj = 1, 2, 5, 6. 
Note that A2 = B2 = Id. So h preserves the relation among the aj and defines a homo- 
morphism of II,@,) + Diff(T’). Also note that [AR]” = Id if and only if n = 0, since AB is 
determined by the affine map (x, y) + (x + s, y + s). This implies that all leaves of F are non- 
compact. 
The diffeomorphisms A and B preserve Lebesgue measure dt on T*. Thus dt determines 
an invariant transverse measure v on F. Note that for any fiber T2 of M, v(T’) = 1. A point 
in M will be denoted by [gSO,, t] where g E SL2R, and c E T2. Let I E SO, be rotation by ~14. 
Define f: M + M by 
mm,, m = Ccw29 0 
LEMMA 4.1. f is well defined and preserves F. 
Proof. Iffis well defined, it obviously preserves F. To see thatfis well defined, note that 
the action of r on the fundamental domain D is to rotate it about its center by n/2 (not 7r/4). 
One then easily checks that raj = aj +4r or raj = a,::* r for all j, where the addition of 
subscripts is mod 8. Now for each aj we have 
= [aif+14rgS02r h(Qj)t] = [rgSO,, h(CtjT+‘baj)t] 
= CvSO,, tl =fWo2, tl) 
since h(af+rqaj) = Id for all j. 
As an arbitrary y E r can be written as a product of ais we have that f is well defined. 
In order to determine the fixed point set off; we now give a geometric onstruction of M 
andf: To construct M, we identify points on the boundary of D x T2 in the following way. 
The edge Ef is identified to the edge E; by the action of aj on the Poincare disk 
SL,R/SO,. We identify Ef x T2 to Ef x T2 by 
(e, r) - (aj(4, WajW. 
Then M = D x T2/ - where D is the fundamental domain. D x T2 is foliated by leaves of the 
form D x (t}, and the above identifications respect his foliation, so it induces a foliation on 
M and this foliation is just F. The mapj D x T2 + D x T2 given by rotation by n/2 on the D 
factor and the identity on the T2 factor inducesfon M. 
We write (d, t) for a point in D x T2 and [d, t] for the point it determines in M. It is clear 
that all points [c, t], where t E T2, and c is the center of the Poincari disk, are fixed byf, and 
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c 
Fig. 1. The fundamental domain D. 
that the action of d’on TL,, tl is rotation by 42. The only other possible fixed points are the 
points Co, t], TV T2, u a vertex of D. Let u be the common vertex of Eg and Ef . Then 
0 = c&J -‘a,a;’ asf(4 so 
f[u, t] = [f(u), t] = [u, h(a; l a,a;’ as)t] = [u, t]. 
It is easy to see that the action of df on TL,,,tl, for any vertex, is rotation by 42. 
The metric we put on M is the one induced from D x T2 by the Poincart metric on D 
and the natural metric on T2. The orientation we put on F is the one it receives from the 
natural orientation on D. 
The local fixed point indices and Lefschetz numbers L,(f) for f * for the classical 
complexes are given below. 
DeRham Complex. 
As dfP is rotation by n/2, det(Z - df,) = 2 so a:(p) = 1 for all fixed points and we have 
Now 
L(f) = j. (-- 1)‘%(A*) 
where, for each leaf L,J:L: Hi(L, R) -+ Hi(L, R). As L is a non-compact complete surface, 
we have HF(L, R) = Hi(L, R) = 0. Thus tr,(f,*) = trJf;L) = 0 and tr,(f:) = -2. This 
implies that for almost all L, Hi(L, R) # 0, i.e. for almost all L, there are non-zero harmonic 
one forms on L. We note that it follows from the L2 covering index theorem [l] that 
H’(L, R) # 0 for all L. 
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Signature Complex. 
For each leaf L,f‘ is an isometry so we may consider the action off on the signature 
complex of F. At each fixed point p. dfp: TL, + TL, is the isometry of the oriented 
two-dimensional space TL, given by rotation by n/2. Thus a coherent set of angles for dfp is 
% = n/2, so the fixed point index at each fixed point is - i and the Lefschetz number forfis 
L,(f) = -2i. 
Dolbeault Complex. 
The surface Z& is a complex manifold and this complex structure lifts to a complex 
structure on each leaf of F. The map f covers a holomorphic map on C,, sofrestricted to 
any leaf is holomorphic. Denote by A p*4, the bundle 
AP.4 = /,PT*F@ /\qr*F 
C 
where T*F and F*F are respectively the holomorphic and antiholomorphic cotangent 
bundles of F. A section of A p*q is then a form of type p, q on each leaf L. Since f is a 
holomorphic map of each leaf, f * induces an endomorphism of the Dolbeault complex 
O-+C”(A k*o),cm(Ak*l)+o 
for k = 0, 1. We denote the Lefschetz number off * in this case by L,(h). 
Now df,: TL, + TL, in our example, considered as a complex linear map, is just 
multiplication by i. Thus for k = 0, the local indices are l/(1 - i) and L,( fo) = 2/(1- i) 
= 1 + i, while for k = 1 the local indices are i/( 1 - i) and L,( fi ) = 2i/( 1 - i) = i - 1. 
Spin Complex. 
The surface C, is a spin manifold so that each leaf is also a spin manifold. As we noted 
above, a spin structure on X4 is given by 
T\SL, R + I-\PSL2R 
where T\PSLz R is the orthogonal frame bundle of &. Thus we may exhibit a spin structure 
on F by 
SL,R x,T2 + PSL2R x,T2 
where PSL2 x ,,T2 is the orthogonal frame bundle of the foliation. In this representation 
f: M + M is given by f([gSO,, t]) = [rgSO,, C] and 
df: PSL,R x,T2 -+ PSL2R x,T2 
is given by df ([ & g, c]) = ([ f rg, t]). Here we indicate the class of g in PSL, R = SL, R/ + I 
by +g. It is clear that df has two liftings dfto SL,R x ,,T2, namely 
&Cg, 0 = Cw, tl and 
%Cs, tl) = Cr,gr 21 
where rx is rotation by k/4. 
The local fixed point index for the lifting dfof df is given by -i/(2)“‘. Thus the Lefschetz 
number for dfis 
L,(dT) = -2i/(2)‘12 = - (2)l”i. 
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For the lifting dT=, the local index is i/(2)‘/* and the Lefschetz number is 
L,(df,) = (2)“*i. 
5. PROOF OF THE LEFSCHETZ THEOREM 
Recall that theorem (2.3.11) says 
lim tr,(T,e-lA1) = tr,(Ti*). 
r-m 
Our next step is to prove 
THEOREM 5.1. For t > 0, 
is independent oft. 
i (- l)‘tr,(&e-‘Ai) 
i=O 
Proof: We will use the formalism of the super trace as found in [ 183. Let E be the bundle 
E = $ Ei. On E we have operators 
T&, 
k-l k-l 
d= Odi, 
i=O i=O 
d’=,~od~, A=,~oAi 
These operators satisfy 
A = dd* + d*d. dA = Ad, d*A = Ad*, and Td = dT. 
Set E+ = @E2i and E- = @2i_l. An operator A on E which takes sections of E’ to 
sections of E+ and sections of E- to sections of E- is called an even operator. If A takes 
sections of E+ to sections of E- and sections of E- to sections of E+ it is called an odd 
operator. The v super trace applied to an even operator A is defined to be 
@:(A) = tr,(AI,+)- tr,(Al,-). 
If A and J3 are both even operators, then trt(AB) = trz(BA), and if they are both odd then 
tr;(AB) = - tr:(BA). 
Note that 
j. (- l)itr,(&e-‘Ai) = te(TebtA) 
so we must show that trf(Texp( -tA)) is independent of t. 
LEMMA 5.3. Suppose d(x) is an analyticfunction on C whose restriction to R+ is in S(R+). 
Then 
d4(A) = 4(A)d and d*#(A) = q%(A)d*. 
Proof As above, we denote the restriction to a leaf L by superscript L. Now, recall that 
one way to define &A) = (&AL)} is 
HAL) = & 
I 
+(n)(nZ- AL)-‘dl 
C 
where C is a curve in C of the form 
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and I is the identity operator on E L. As dLAL = ALdL and dL(II - AL) = (i.Z - AL)dL it 
follows easily that (AZ-AL)- rdL = dL(ll - AL)-r and hence that d4(A) = $(A)d. Similarly 
for d*. 
Lets>t>Oandset 
and 
f#~(x) = e-‘” - e-” 
for x E R+. Both 4 and + are in S(R+) and 4(x) = x$(x). As a consequence of (2.3.8) we 
have. 
LEMMA 5.2. The operators Tdd*JI(A) and Td*d$(A) haoejnite trf. 
Now consider the following set of equations. 
trz(Te-‘*) - trf(Te-‘*) = trz(Tb(A)) = trf( TAI//(A)) 
= tr:(Tdd*$(A) + Td*d$(A)) 
= trf(Tdd*II/(A)) + tr:(Td*d+(A)). 
The first three equalities are by definition, and the last follows from Lemma (5.2). Now 
trt(Tdd*$(A)) = trz(dTd*$(A)) = - trf(Td*d$(A)). 
The first equality follows from the fact that Td = dT. To justify the second equality, we first 
prove 
LEMMA 5.3. Suppose I/I. converges to $ in S(R+) and $“E Cz(R+). Then 
lim tr$(dTd*$,(A)) = trz(dTd*$(A)). 
n+m 
lim trf(Td*dJl,(A)) = trf(Td*d$(A)). 
n-o, 
Proof By (2.3.9) the Schwartz kernels of the #.(A) converge uniformly together with 
their derivatives to the Schwartz kernel of $(A). By the proof of (2.3.8), the Schwartz kernels 
of the d Td*#,(A) converge uniformly to the Schwartz kernel of dTd*$(A). Similarly for the 
second equality. 
Now set $16) = (1/2)11/(x/2) and Gt(x) = exp( - tx/2) + exp( -sx/2). Then 
IJI~,~(/~,ES(R+). and $ = Il/rti2. Choose sequences Gi._eS(R+) converging to tii with 
$i,.oCg(R)* Let JI. = $~..J/z... Then $“E C,“(R) and @. converges to $ in S(R’). Note 
that the Schwartz kernels of elsn(A) and $*.“(A)d = d$&A) are in C;(F;E) and that 
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dTd*ll/,,,(A) and Td*$,,.(A) have Schwartz kernels which are globally bounded, measur- 
able and tangentially smooth. Thus 
rr:(dTd*II/(A)) = lim t~~(d,*$,,~$~,~(A)) 
n-2 
= lim fr~(~,,.(A)drd*~,,.(A)) 
n-z 
= - lim tr~(Td*~,,.(A)~,,,(A)d) 
“*CC 
since both eZ,,(A)d and l’d*+,,,(A) are odd operators. This last term equals 
- lim tr~(Td*+,,.Il/,,,(A)d) = - lim tr~(Td*dll/rV.$,,JA)) 
“-CL b-+5 
= - trf(Td*d$(A)). 
This completes the proof of (5. I.). 
We call fii = tr,(P,) the i th Betti number of the complex (E, d) and we note in passing 
the following. 
COROLLARY 5.4. Let ~1, = rr,(exp( - tAi). Then 
PO 2 PO 
that is, the pi satisfy the Morse inequalities with respect to the pi. 
Proof Denote by Izi the projection of the bundle E onto the subbundle Ei. Then 
n,d = dzi-l 
di- ,d~- TV = nidd*+(A) and 
d~__,di_,rC/(Ai-,)=ni-,d*dJ/(A). 
Thus 
tr,(di _ Id:- 1 +(Ai)) = + rrt(nidd*$(A)) 
= & trz(dxi_ Id*+(A)) = T trS(ni_ld*$(A)d) 
= T trt(ni_ ld*d$(A)) = - tr,(d,*_ 1 di-r$(Ai_ I)). 
Set Li = pi - fli. Then 
i.i = lim tr(e-‘*I - e-“1) 
s-x 
and we wish to show 
. . 
1.k - 1.k - 1 + . . . +( - IyE., 2 0. 
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ii = lim tr”(dtdi$(Ai) f di- Id,*_ Iti( 
s-m 
= lim tr,(d:dill/(Ai) - di*_ ,di_ l$(Ai_ 1)) 
r-m 
by the formula above, so 
,Ik - i.,_ 1 -I- . . . + (- l)‘& = lim trV(d:dk$(Ak)) 2 0. 
s-a3 
This last inequality follows from the fact that d:d,J/(A) >- 0 for all s, which implies that its 
Schwartz kernel k(x, y) satisfies tr k(x, x) 2 0 for all x E M. 
To finish the proof of the Lefschetz Theorem we now compute lim try( T,exp( - t Ai)) as 
t -+ 0. Our first step in doing this is to replace the Schwartz kernel of Texp( - tdi) by an 
asymptotic estimate as t + 0. 
We let I&(x, y) be the Schwartz kernel of exp( - thf) relative to the metric IL (that is 
Cexp( - tAILId (4 = I, %(x9 y)dW%)) and 
kJ,(xv Y) = cc- V&(x, Y). 
The Schwartz kernel Texp( - tAL) will be denoted by &(x, y) and 
Let L be the p dimensional manifold which is UL over all leaves L, with the Riemannian 
metric gL = gj L on each connected component L, and metric dL. Any orthonormal frame at 
a point me L c L’ determines an isomorphism R* -+ TL,. The composite map 
cxpm 
R*+TL,- L 
(also denoted by exp,) is a diffeomorphism of a neighborhood of OE R* into L. Recall that 
P’(r) is the ball of radius r about OE RP. t is a manifold with bounded geometry [lo], so 
there is a number r > 0 such that 
exp,: DP(r) -+ L 
is a diffeomorphism into for all L and m. The coordinate system about m this defines is 
called a normal coordinate system. We will not distinguish between D*(r) and its image 
under exp,. Since z is oriented we can always choose our normal coordinates in such a way 
that the determinant of the Jacobian dl/dx is positive. 
For m EL, let s be an orthononnal frame of E at m extended over the domain of a normal 
coordinate system by parallel translation along radial geodesics. Such a frame will be called 
a synchronous frame. Then in normal coordinates and relative to a synchronous frame 
A = i& d2/axZ + ito @laxi + b 
where ai and b are n x n matrix functions and n = dim E. The coefficient of each d2/ax? is 
understood to be the n x n identity matrix. Let C$ be a bump function on R* with 4(x) = 1 on 
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DP(r/4) and d(x) = 0 outside DP(r/2). Let 
F” = ~ “/aXZ + I 
i=O 
i~o Uid/dXi + b > 
on RP. For t > 0 let exp( - tFm) be the fundamental solution of the strongly parabolic 
system Eu/dt + FJJ = 0 (see [22] p. 95). Let kb be the Schwartz kernel of exp( - tF’“) 
relative to the measure dx, . . . dx, for x1, . . . , x, coordinates on RP. 
Given E > 0, there is a 6 > 0 such that if xeJYb(N) then d,(x,f(x)) < E. Choose numbers 
p and cr so that 0 < p < o/2 < r/4 and the following properties are satisfied. 
1. For xg.M,(N), &(x,f(x)) < a/2. 
2. For MN and &(x, m) < 6, xEexp,(DP(r/4)). 
3. det(Z - df) # 0 in JV~(N). 
Note that 1 implies that for XEJV~(N),~(X)EJV,(N). 
For YEN,,(N), y is in the image of exp, restricted to the orthogonal complement of TN,,, 
in TL, for a unique mEN. For YEN,,(N) and xeexp,(DP(r)) set 
K,(x, Y) = k?r.(x, y)(dxldA) 
for the unique mEN as above. 
To compute trt( Te-‘*), we break up the integral over M which gives tr,(Te-‘*) into 
integrals over Xp(N) and M - JYb(N). The following theorem tells us how to approximate 
each of these integrals. 
THEOREM 5.5. 
(a) For xeJYb(N), k,.t(f(x), x) is asymptotic to &,,(f(x), x)as t + 0. That is, given z > 0 
t-=sup II k,,mxh 4 - &&-(x)9 4 II -+ 0 
as t + 0, where the sup is taken over XEJV,,(N). 
(b) For xcM - J-JN), k,.,(f( x x is asymptotic to zero as t + 0, that is ), ) 
t-=~~PIIk,,,(f(x),x)lI~O~st-*O 
where the sup is taken over XE M - X,,(N). 
Proof The proof of Proposition (2.16) of [20] says that given c > 0 there is a kernel 
h,.,EC”(F;E) with the property that h,,,(x, y) = 0 for d,(x, y) > c, and hr,L(~, y) is asymp- 
totic to k,,,(x, y) as t + 0. In fact, for any s and a > 0. 
in C’(F;E) for any r > 0. Let $(A) be an even function on the reals which is one near zero 
and zero outside C-c, c]. Then h,,, is the smooth Schwartz kernel of the operator 
(2nt)_ 1/Z 
I 
$(,l)exp( -R2/4t)eiADdl 
where D = d + d* is the Dirac operator on E. Unit propagation speed for solutions of 
D + ia/di. = 0 implies that the kernel k,(x, y) of e*lD satisfies k,(x, y) = 0 for d,(x, y) > i., 
which further implies that &(x, y) = 0 for dL(x, y) > c. 
NOW let h,,, (x, y) be the kernel constructed via this method which satisfies h,, L (x, y) = 0 
for d,(x, y) > a/2. Let w,,,(x, y) = (a/at + A,)ht,L(x, y). Since k., is asymptotic to k,., as 
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t + 0, it follows that sup II t-‘w,.,(x, y) (I +O as t +O and, in fact, t-aP/dtSwt,L(x, y)+O in 
C’( F; E) for all r. Let ,t-, (N‘), be the fiber of X,(NL) over the point me N, and fix 
ye;t’,(NL), and XE~+^,,(N‘),. Write h,,, and w,,‘ in local normal coordinates at m. A = F” 
on _t’,(NL), so 
(z/St + FL=P,.,(x Y) = (a/at + AJh.Lb, y) = wt.L(x, Y)- 
In normal coordinates around m we want to compare h,,,(x, y),IL and kr,(x, y)dx. Notice 
that h,.,(x,y) = 0 for y~x,(N~),,, and x outside .X,(N‘),. Now apply Duhamel’s principle 
to krL and h,,, in normal coordinates to get 
* kT,(x, y)WW.) - h,,L(x, Y) = s W-T* (ws.Lh x)1 ds. 0 
Now the Sobelev norms (in RP) II (exp((s - t) Fy))* (w,,~(Y, x)) llr can be estimated in terms of 
the uniform norms 11 II w,.,(y, x) 11 (Is for /I I r where the constants involved are independent 
of m for y~,v,(N~),, x~Jlr~(N~),,, and since t-awI,L(y,~)+O in the norms II II II lip it 
follows that 
suptea IIk~L(~,y)(dx/di,)-h,,L(x,y)II +O as t+O 
for ycM,,(NL), and XEJY,(N~),,,. From this, part (a) of the theorem follows. 
For part(b), choose 6 > 0 such that for x outside Jv,(N), dL(f(x), x) > 6. Now 
construct a kernel h,,,(x, y) as in part (a), with ht,L(~, y) asymptotic to k,,,(x, y) and 
h,+,(x, y) = 0 for d,(x, y) 2 6. Then for x outside X,(N) it follows that 
supt-“)Ik,,,(f(x),x)I/ -,O as t40. 
This proves part (b). 
THEOREM 5.6. To each component N$ of N there is associated a smooth (on Nf) measure 
at which depends only onf, A, the symbol of A, the metrics, and their derivatives tojnite order 
on NjL so that 
where a = {a!). 
trf( Te-‘*) = 
s 
adv 
N 
Proof Set El,(x, y) = A,&,,(f(x), y). As A and f are uniformly bounded on M, it 
follows immediately from Theorem 5.5 that 
trf( Tee’*) = lim 
s 
tr ccL(x, x) G(x) 
1-O +Vp(N) 
= lim 
s 
tr( zt,(x, x)) i.L dv. 
1-o Kp(N) 
But te( Tee’*) is independent oft, so to compute it we need only express the right hand side 
as a Laurent series in t and take the zeroth order term. Now r:L is defined in terms of kf”, 
so we begin by studying the operator F” acting on vector valued sections. The symbol of F” 
is given by 
o(F”) = itl C + i$l a;“(X)Ci + bm(x). 
From [14], [15], [20] we know that as t -+ 0, kT,(x, y) has an asymptotic expansion of the 
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form 
Here IV = iil ICil’ and r is sufficiently large. Each bT,(x, i) is homogeneous of degree s 
in [ and is zero if w + s is odd. If we write 
C,,(x, i) = , F C,,(x)i 
a s 
(where a=(a,, . . . , ap), [al =Z ai, i”= 1;;’ . . . Q’) then each bz,, (x) is given by a 
canonical polynomial in the 4’ and b”, the metrics, and their derivatives to a finite order. 
To say that &(x, y) is asymptotic to KTL(x, y) means that given a, there is a constant 
C, so that for sufficiently large I 
sup II &(x9 Y) - G(x, Y) II < c, t= 
as t + 0. The constant C, depends continuously on a: and b” in the C” topology on the 
space of matrix functions on RP (this is implicit in the calculations of [lS]). Because of the 
bounded geometry oft the collections a: and b” lie in a bounded set in the C” topology, so 
the C, and r can be chosen independently of the point rnE N. Thus if we define 
K, L (x9 Y) = KL (x, Y) (dxldi.) 
for x, ~EL,~EA’“,(N), Y in the image of exp, on the orthogonal complement of TN,,, in TL,, 
x~Jlr,(N), then k;,,(x, y) is asymptotic to K,.,(x, y) for these values of x, y. Since A and f 
are globally bounded on M, as t + 0, for XEJV, (N), cz,(x, x) is asymptotic 
K:,(x, x) = 4K,,(f(x), 4 
= & c(“--~)‘~ .f ~ei(~iX)-X):i’l’z A,b;,(f(x), [) c(s +;-;),,,! di. 
Note that tr KT,(x, x) is smooth on X,(N). It follows that 
t0 
trf( Tee’*) = lim 
s 
tr K:,(x, x) 44x) 
r-0 A-&,(N) 
= lim 
I 
tr(Kt,(x, x))iLdv. 
t+0 J’,(N) 
We write c&(x, i) for A,b~,(f(x), i)/[(s + u + 2)/2]! and we remark that c& is homo- 
geneous of degree s in [ with coefficients given by canonical polynomials in A,J the $, the 
b”, the metrics, and their derivatives to a finite order. 
We consider two cases. 
Case]. LcNsoNf=L. 
Recall that we have assumed thatfis non degenerate along the fixed point set and that 
the fixed point set is a finite disjoint union of submanifolds transverse to F. The first 
condition implies that iffis the identity on an open set in a leaf, then it is the identity on all 
of the leaf. The second condition implies that iffis the identity on a single leaf, then it is the 
identity map on all of M. 
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In this case, trKEL(x, x) is given by 
i p - P)/ 2 ?I 3u trcY”.,(x,<) f+‘Zdl;. “=O s=o 
If p = dim L is odd, there is no zeroth order term and we set ai = 0. If p is even we set 
3p af(x) = 
I/ 
(trC;,JX, i))e_‘t’z(dx/d;c.)di)~‘ 
s=o 
and we note that ai is given by a canonical polynomial in A,fthe a?, the b”, the metrics, and 
their derivatives to a finite order. 
Case 2. L not contained in N, N n L = Uj Nf. 
By the remarks above, we have that no leaf is contained in N. tr(Kc,(x, x));.~ is a 
differential p form o on M,(N). Integration over the fiber of X,(N), denoted by f, of this 
form yields a smooth density on each Nj”. 
LEMMA 5.7. tr(K:,(x, x)E.~) tr(KTL(x, x)lL)dv 
ProoJ: Let {(Vi, 4i)> b e a good coordinate system. Let R be the complete Bore1 
transversal arising from this coordinate system. Define II: X,(N) + R as follows. For XE N, 
x lying on the plaque Pz ofU,, define X(&-~(N),)= z. For XEN, ~~11~ - Ur, lying on the 
plaque pY of U, define II(.M~(N)~) = y. Continue in this manner. Then for ZER we have 
n-‘(z) = x&,V J(rp(N),. 
n(X)=2 
Let rri be rr restricted to N. Then a straightforward argument shows 
s tr(KIL(x, x))E.L = f’(r) 
Recall that for any differential p form o. 
udv= 
and 
S(S > w dv= N 
I f tr(Kl,(x, x))jbL. n;‘(Z) 
s. [6-W wldv 
From this the lemma follows. 
Let w be a p form and let SE N> c N. As X,(N)= = JY,(NF),, to compute fxP,,v, w we 
need only compute fK,(@) 0. 
PROPOSITION 5.8. fJvp(N:) tr( K:,(x, x)) AL is asymptotic as t + 0 to ajnite sum oftheform 
c t(S+~-.)/2 d Y.S 
s.uso 
where dim Nj” = n and d,,, is a smooth measure (density) on N: which depends only on A,f, the 
a? and b”, the metrics, and their derivatives to ajnite order, only on Nf. This asymptotic 
expansion is uniform on N, i.e. given Q, there is a constant C(E) depending only on z SO that for 
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all Nf 
If tr(K;,(x, x));i‘ - 1 t’S+Y-n)‘2 d,., I C(a)t= X,0’;) s, ” I 
as t--,0. 
This is essentially the content of pp. 104-105 of [14]. The only part of the proposition 
not proven there is the fact that C(a) depends only on a. However this is implicit in Gilkey’s 
proof. As his notation is somewhat different from ours, we shall repeat his proof. 
On Nf, we have the quotient bundle Xf = (TL( Nf)/TNf. Sincef is non degenerate 
along Nf, the map dfJ, which dfl,, induces on Xf, does not have 1 as an eigenvalue. If we 
put dfl, into Jordan normal form on TL( Nt, this induces a natural splitting 
TLINj” = TN: @ “y; 
where TN: is the space of eigenvectors of eigenvalue 1 and Xt is now the space of 
generalized eigenvectors for the remaining eigenvalues. We assume that the metric on M is 
chosen so that the splitting above is orthogonal on L under the induced metric. 
Let x1, . . . ,. x, be local coordinates on Ni and e, , . . . , eP _” be an orthonormal frame 
for x?. This induces coordinates (x, z) = (xi, . . . , x,, zl, . . . , zp-“) on Mf where 
(x1,. . . ,X.,Zl, * *. , zpen) are the coordinates of y = Cjrjej(x) and are chosen so that 
(z,, a. . , Zpn, Xl,. . * , x,) is positively oriented relative to the given orientation on L. 
Using the geodesic flow (on L), we identify a neighborhood of the zero section in A-t with 
Jy,(N/L). Thus (x, z) are the coordinates of the point exp(y)EL, and Nf = {(x, z)lz = O}. 
On Jv,(NjL), we have y = (x, z) and we decomposef(y) as (h(y)&(y)). Then on TLIN:. 
by definition of _,Vf. Thus fi (y) - x vanishes to second order in z along Nt. Decompose 
cePRP as [ = (1;i, cl), then at the point x = (xi, . . . , x,) of NF, with dz A dx 
=dzl,t . . .dz,_. ,t dx, A . . . A dx,, f tr(Kc,(x, x)),? is an n density on Nf given 
locally by x,(N:) 
x e-IC1’c:(x, z, cl, 1;Jg(x, z)d{,d[,dz dx, A dx, A . . . A dx, 
> 
where 
and 
AL = g(x, z)dz A dx. 
Since f is non degenerate, we can change variables in the fiber coordinates by 
(x, w) = (x,f2 (x, z) - z). The integral transforms to 
~rfu-p)/z({e i~l~(x,w)-x)~1lt’~‘~i~C2/~‘~~~-ICI* 
x c:(x, w, Cl, C&(x, 
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We now replace w by r”* w to obtain 
x c;(x, t”2w, Tr, 12)9(x, t”* w)Idet(Z-d&)1-r(x, t”2w)dird[2dw dx, A . . . A dx,. 
> 
AS t + 0, dw ranges over the entire fiber of _.VF over nt, and di, di2 ranges over the fiber of 
T * RP over x. Define 
C&(-y, w, [, t) = e~~~~~X~“‘*w~-~~~~‘f”zC~(X, t”*W, [I, <*)9(x, Pw). 
x Idet(l- dfN)IW1(x, P2w). 
Since fi (x, z) - x vanishes to second order in z, (fi (x, t”’ w) - x)/t”2 is smooth in t”* and 
vanishes to first order in t lo If we expand a, in a Taylor series in t ‘I* . it has the form 
X,ts’* qs(x, w, i) where CZ”,~ is a polynomial in the (w, C) variables with coefficients which 
depend on the jets off and c: at w = 0, i.e. on Nt. The difference between a, and its Taylor 
polynomial is dominated by a function of the form bU,Zta’2 where b,,(i, w) is a finite 
polynomial in i and w with globally bounded (on J,(N)) coefficients. We can see this by 
computing the a-th derivative of the term a, with respect o t”*. All the terms which are not 
powers of w or < are then globally bounded on JlrP(N), so just replace them by the upper 
bounds of their absolute values. 
Now the error in replacing a, by its Taylor polynomial in the computation of the 
integral is given by 
~,c(~+“-“)~~ b,,,(c, ~)e~“‘~~e-1~1* dl;dw. 
11 I 
Since b,,, is polynomial in (w, 1;) the d[ integral yields a polynomial in w multiplied by 
exp( - 1~1’). Thus the iterated integral is well defined. Since the coefficients of the 
b,,, are globally bounded on X,(N) we have that 
is (on N) asymptotic as t -rO to 
(z tcs’r-“)/2( \ou,Jx, w, ~)eiwc2e-1c12 d[dw)dx, r\ dx, h . . . A dx, 
Since Q(X, w, t;) is polynomial in (w, {), we may conclude just as we did above that this 
iterated integral is well defined. One checks easily that u,,~(x, w, C) is of odd order in (w, 0 if 
u + s is odd, so the integrals vanish in this case. Now we set 
d Y.S = u~.~(x, w, ~)eiwC2e-~c~‘d~dw dx, A . . . A dx,. 
> 
To complete the proof of the theorem we proceed as follows: 
if dim NjL = n is odd, we set a; = 0 as the zeroth order term is zero in this case. If n is even we 
set 
uj” = 1 d,,,. 
s+u=n 
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Then in both cases we have: 
t$( Te-r”) = adv 
N 
where a = {a:} and aj” depends only on f, A, the symbol of A, the metrics and their 
derivatives to a finite order on Nf. 
To identify the aj” for the classical complexes, we first note that this is purely a local 
question on L. Then we may appeal to [14], [IS], and [3] where these calculations are 
made. Note that for the Dolbeault complex, we must assume that the leaves are holomor- 
phic manifolds and that the induced metric is Kahler to conclude directly that at is the 
classical integrand. For the general Dolbeault complex, the a! and the classical integrand, 
thought of as densities on the Nf, differ by a functorial exact form, so their integrals are the 
same. 
6. APPLICATIONS. 
We close with a few applications of the main theorem (3.1). The first two theorems, (6.1) 
and (6.2), are implicit in the work of Connes. 
The General Index Theorem. 
If, in our Lefschetz Theorem, we take f to be the identity map I, of M and T = I, we 
obtain an index theorem for leafwise Dirac operators. In particular, if Q is any Hermitian 
bundle over M, then by tensoring the leafwise signature complex on M with Q, we obtain a 
twisted signature complex along F and this complex is a Dirac complex. Now it is well 
known [3] that in the classical case, the index theorem for twisted signature complexes 
leads, by a purely topological proof, to the index theorem for arbitrary elliptic complexes. 
The same is true in our case. In fact, one may use Connes’ proof of this fact, 173, L-173 chapter 
viii essentially without change to prove the following. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let M, F, v, and (E, d) be as in Theorem (3.1), but require only that (EL, d’) 
be an elliptic complex for each L. Set Z,(E, d) = L,( I,). Then 
I,(& 4 = s adv M 
where a = (a”] and a’ is the usual local integrand (in terms of characteristic differentialforms) 
for the index of (EL, dL) given by the Atiyah-Singer Index Theorem. 
Connes’ Index Theorem and an Analogue of the Atiyah L2 Covering Index Theorem. 
If, in our proof of the Lefschetz Theorem we take f = I, and T = I and systematically 
replace the leaves L by their holonomy coverings, we obtain John Roe’s proof of the 
Connes’ Index Theorem for Dirac operators [21]. To extend to all leafwise elliptic 
complexes, one proceeds as in [7], [ 173. 
Now Connes’ Index Theorem expresses the index of the complex (E, d) lifted to the 
holonomy groupoid as an integral over M of certain characteristic forms defined on the 
leaves of F. These characteristic forms are identical to the ones given in Theorem (6.1). Thus 
we have the following analogue of the Atiyah L2 covering Index Theorem Cl]. 
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THEOREM 6.2. Let M, F, v and (E, d) be as in Theorem (6.1). Denote the Connes 
[0, 1 J + M be a smooth one parameter family of 
leaf preserving diffeomorphisms. For each t, F,(x) = F(x, t) induces, on each leaf L, a map 
on L2 harmonic k-forms which we denote by Fk;*. 
LEMMA 6.3. The maps F$: = Ft;: on L2 harmonic forms. 
Proof: Let I= [0, 11, let 7~: L x I + L be the projection, and i,, i, the inclusions of L into 
L x (01, L x {l}. For the purposes of this proof only let f ** denote the map on difirential 
forms induced by a smooth functionf 
Let rr* be the map given by integration over the fiber I. If o = wi + we A dt, then 
s 
1 
n*(o)(x) = oe (x, t) dt. 
0 
The well known formula for integration over the fiber yields 
+ (dn, + tt*d)= i:* - it* 
Thus 
+(dlr,F** + n,dF**)= F:* - F;f*. 
Now, if o is an L2 form, then a change of variables argument similar to (2.3.1) shows that 
F**(o) is an L2 form and a simple argument using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality shows 
rr* takes L2 forms to L2 forms. If o is harmonic, 2F **o = F** do = 0, so 
F:*(o) - F,**(w) = + da 
where 0 is an L2 form. Now apply Pf, the projection onto harmonic k-forms and recall that 
the Hodge theorem (2.1.1) for the DeRham complex tells us that Pf(da) = 0. Since 
we have the lemma. 
Fpk* = Pk Fpk** Pk for i = 0, 1 
COROLLARY 6.4. L,(F,) = L,(F,) 
In view of the definition of TF ’ of (2.2.1) the following definitions are appropriate. Let _ . 
(E, d) be a Dirac complex and Pi = (P”} be the family of projections on (ker(Af)}. 
Definition 6.5. dim,H’(E, d) = tr,(Pi). 
xy(F;E) = 2 (- l)‘dim,H’(E,d). 
i=O 
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When (E, d) is the leafwise DeRham complex we just write xv(F). The corollaries following 
the next theorem are generalizations of the classical theorem on the finiteness of the 
automorphism group of a compact, oriented Riemann surface of higher genus. 
THEOREM 6.6. Let M be a compact connected oriented Reimannian three manifold with an 
oriented foliation F by surfaces. Assume that there is a non-negative invariant transverse 
measure v for F with the property that xv(F) < 0. Suppose f is an isometry of M taking each 
leaf to itself and f is not the identity. Then f is not homotopic to the identity through leaf 
preserving difeomorphisms of M. 
Proof: Assume f is homotopic to the identity through leaf preserving diffeomorphisms. 
As X”(F) < 0, f must have fixed points, since if f had no fixed points we could apply the 
Lefschetz Theorem to the leafwise DeRham complex to obtain L,(f) = 0. But then (6.4) 
would imply x”(F) = L,(Z) = L,(f) = 0. 
If p is a fixed point off on the leaf L, d(f IL), is orientation preserving (since f w I), and 
it must be rotation through ~9, with cos 0 # 1. For if not, d( f IL), = I on TL, and asf is an 
orientation preserving isometry of M, it follows that dfp = I on TM, and f = 1 as M is 
connected. Thus p is an isolated non-degenerate fixed point on L and sign 
(det(Z-d(flL),)) = 1. 
Let N be the fixed point set off: The fixed point set of an isometry of a compact manifold 
M is a closed submanifold of M. We must show that N is transverse to F. For p E N, lying on 
L, dfp is an oriented isometry of TM, which is a rotation in TL,, thus df, must be the identity 
on the orthogonal complement o TL,. It follows that f is the identity on an arc at p 
transverse to L. Thus N is transverse to each leaf and N is the finite union of closed, 
connected one dimensional submanifolds. 
Now if we apply the Lefschetz Theorem to the map f acting on the leafwise DeRham 
complex we have 
L,(f) = 
s 
(+ 1)dv = v(N) > 0. 
N 
But as above L,(f) = L,(Z) = X”(F) < 0. 
Note. The same theorem holds if we assume that each leaf is a Riemann surface and f is 
holomorphic on each leaf. This is because any non identity holomorphic map of a 
connected Riemann surface (other than S’) must have isolated non-degenerate fixed points 
with fixed point index + 1, and under the hypothesis on xv(F) no leaf can be S2. 
For the statement of the next three corollaries we assume that M, F, and v are as in (6.6). 
COROLLARY 6.7. Let 0 (M; F) be the group of isometries of M taking each leaf to itself: 
Then O(M; F) is totally pathwise disconnected. 
COROLLARY 6.8. No compact connected Lie group can act non-trivially as a group of leaf 
preserving isometries of M. 
COROLLARY 6.9. Zf all of the leaves of M are compact, then O(M;F) is jinite. 
ProoJ: In this case O(M; F) is a closed subgroup of the isometry group of M and the 
corollary follows from (6.8). 
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Note. In general it is not true that O(M; F) is a closed subgroup of the isometry group. 
There are simple examples of foliations of XZ x S’ where O(M; F) is not closed. 
We say a set S of leaves is negligible (with respect o v) if for any transversal T, S n T has 
measure zero. As a generalization of (6.6) we have: 
THEOREM 6.10. Let M be a compact, connected, oriented Riemannian manifold with an 
oriented foliation F by surfaces with a non-negative invariant transverse measure v, and f a 
smooth difiomorphism of M not equal to the identity which takes each leaf to itself and is an 
isometry on each leaf Assume that the set offixed points N is a closed submanifold which is 
transverse to F. If either 
(4 xJF) < 0 or 
(b) v(N) > 0 and the set of compact leaves is negligible 
then f is not homotopic to the identity through leaf preserving difleomorphisms of M. 
Proof Assume f is homotopic to the identity through leaf preserving diffeomorphisms, 
and note that X”(F) < 0 implies N # 4. Let p E N and let L be the leaf through p. If d( f 1 L)r 
= I then f 1 L = 1 and L c N. As N is a submanifold transverse to F, N = M andf = I. Thus 
d( f I L)r is rotation through an angle 8 (as f w I, it is orientation preserving) and cos 8 # 1, 
i.e. each fixed point of f is isolated in its leaf, non-degenerate and sign(det 
(I - d( f 1 L),) = 1. Now by (6.3) fk L.* = I on harmonic k-forms for k = 0, 1,2. Thus we have 
for f acting on the leafwise DeRham complex 
xJF) = L,(f) = 
s 
sign(det(l,-df,))dv = (+ l)dv = v(N) 2 0. 
N s N 
If xv(F) < 0 we get an immediate contradiction. 
For case b, we note that on a complete Riemannian manifold the L2 harmonic functions 
are constant and so there can be non-zero L2 harmonic functions only if the volume is finite. 
Now if L is an open leaf in M then the volume of L relative to the metric induced from that 
on M must be infinite. Thus for an open leaf, there are no L2 harmonic functions and, by 
using the * operator to establish an isomorphism between L2 harmonic 0 and 2 forms, there 
are no L2 harmonic 2 forms. Hence for the DeRham complex, H’(L,d) = H’(L,d) = 0. 
Thus if the set of compact leaves is negligible, it follows that L,(f) = - dim, H1 (E, d) I 0. 
But L,(f) = v(N) so if v(N) > 0 we again arrive at a oontradiction. 
We get a similar result for leaves of all dimensions if we assume that the leaves are 
Reimannian flat. 
THEOREM 6.11. Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold which is foliated by leaves 
which are RiemannianfTat. Let f be a smooth diffeomorphism of M which takes each leaf to 
itself and has isolated non degeneratejxed points on each leaf withfixed point index + 1 at 
each fixed point. Assume that the set of compact leaves is negligible and the transversal N of 
fixed points is a closed submanifold transverse to F. Then v(N) = 0. 
Proof: Again we apply (3.1) to the DeRham complex. As in the previous theorem the 
right hand side IN adv = v(N). By [ 1 l] Theorem 1, if L is a complete Riemannian manifold 
with infinite volume and Riemannian curvature identically zero then every L2 harmonic 
form is zero. As open leaves have infinite volume, and the set of compact leaves is negligible, 
it follows that the left hand side, L,(f) = 0. Thus v(N) = 0. 
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Remark. Instances of this theorem arise by taking a cocompact discrete subgroup r of 
the affine maps acting on R*” and taking associated torus bundles as M. The result is a flat 
torus bundle over R*“/T with leaves covered by R2” 
Stable Fiber Theorem. 
The following is a special case of The Stable Fiber Theorem of [ 133 (for a generalization 
of Fuller’s theorem see [6]). 
THEOREM 6.12. Let R: M + B be a smooth&t S’ bundle over a compact manifold B, and 
assume that M is orientable. Assume that the Euler number of B, X(B) # 0, that the foliation Fs 
of M given by thejbration is orientable and that the naturalfoliation F of M‘given by theflat 
structure admits a nontrivial invariant transverse measure v. Then any smooth perturbation of 
Fs sujiciently close to Fs has a compact leaf (i.e. somejber is stable under the perturbation). 
Note. To construct such an M one need only choose B with x(B) # 0, zl(B) amenable 
and construct a homomorphism h from x,(B) to the orientation preserving diffeomor- 
phisms of S’. Then set M = Ex ,J1 where B” is the universal cover of B. 
Proof Let F^ be the perturbation of F,. As Fs is oriented so is c and F^ defines a flow on 
M. Denote by f: M + M the first return map of F^ with respect to F. This is defined as 
follows. Choose a metric on B and r > 0 so that for each x E B, the ball of radius r about x, 
D,(x), is contained in a coordinate chart of B. Then rr- l (D,(x)) z D,(x) x S1 and we may 
choose the diffeomorphism so that for each YES’, D,(x) x (01 is contained in the leaf of F 
through (x, 0). We require 6 to be so close to F, that for each x E B and 8 ES’, the positive 
time trajectory (i.e. t > 0) of F^ through (x, 0) intersects each D,(x) x (e,}, 8i ES’, before 
(possibly) exiting n-‘@,(x)). The value off at (x, 0) is the first point on the positive time 
trajectory of k through (x, 0) in the set D,(x) x (e}. As f is a smooth perturbation of Fs and 
M is compact, f is a leaf preserving diffeomorphism (for F) of M which is uniformly close to 
the identity map I, of M and so is smoothly homotopic (through leaf preserving diffeo- 
morphisms) to IM. If F has no compact leaves, f has no fixed points and its v Lefschetz 
number L,(f) (with respect to the leafwise DeRham complex) is zero. However as f is 
homotopic to IMM, L,(J) = L,(I,) by corollary (6.4). 
Let {AL} be the family of Lebesgues measures on the leaves of F induced from Lebesgue 
measure on B. We can construct an open set U c B of full measure such that for fixed x E U 
and for each leaf L of F, 
?r_l(U)nL = 
v Uz ZEX- (X)i-?L 
where U, is open, connected and n(U,) = U. Neglecting sets of p measure zero, 
n-l(U)= (J u,z uxlr-l(x) 
z.sn-‘(x) 
as measure spaces. The measure on n -l(U) is p, and the measure on U x x-l(x) is the 
product of the measure v on n-‘(x) and the family of measures (i’) where ;C’ is the measure 
on U x (z] induced from B. The Atiyah L2 covering index theorem applied to the DeRham 
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complex of B and the leaf L implies that 
s "*~(_l)icr(PL)d~= = X(B)* 
Then 
L,(f,) = 
I 
C(-l)‘tr(P,“)dp = 
hf i s 
X_Ilo,c(- l)‘tr(PL)dp 
= s [f vx(s) c( - 1)’ tr(Pf) dl’ dv n-‘(x) 1 
= X(B)dv = ~(B)v(n-l(x)). 
As x(B) # 0 and v is non trivial, L,(Z,) = L,(f) # 0. The theorem follows. 
Note that we may replace x(B) # 0 by the requirement hat there is an elliptic complex 
(E, d) over B whose index I (E, d) # 0. We then lift this complex to an elliptic complex along 
F and proceed as above. Since L,(f) = I(E,d)v(S’) # 0, the conclusion remains valid. 
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APPENDIX 
Proof of the Hodge Theorem. 
We prove the Hodge theorem for a complete Riemannian manifold L and an elliptic complex 
{Ei,di} such that (- 1)1’20 satisfies Theorem (1.3) of [9]. This implies that the Ai are essentially self 
adjoint so the spectral theorem may be applied to Ai. This is certainly the case if D is a Dirac operator. 
This condition also holds if L is a leaf of a foliation of a compact manifold and {Ei, di} is the restriction 
to L of a leafwise elliptic complex of first order operators. 
LEMMA A.l. ker(A,) c ker(di) A ker(d,?_ r). 
Proof: Let sadomain(Ai) and sip CF(Ei) be a sequence converging to s with Aisj convergent. If zj 
is a convergent sequence in a Hilbert space and I, = trj + Wj where (4, wj) = 0 for all k,j, then both 
{uI} and {wj} are convergent sequences. Now. 
Ais,=d:disj+di_,@-,sj 
as sj E C$(Ei). As didi_ I = 0 we have that 
(d:dis,,di_,d,Y,sj) = 0 for all k,j 
Thus both d:disj and di_ 1 di+_ , s, converge, and 
domain (A,) c domain (Q di) n domain (di _ , d?_ 1 ). 
But if A,s, --, 0, then both dFdis, and di_, di*_ Is, converge to 0. Thus 
(di*d,s,,sj) --, 0. 
But 
(dFdis,,sj ) = (d,s,, di s,) SO dis, 4 0. Similarly for d,t 1. 
LEMMA A.2. ker(A,) n image (di- 1) = 0 
Proof: Let s be in this intersection. Let s, E dom(d,_ r ) be a sequence with di_ Is,, + s. For each n let 
s..~” C;(Ei_ ,) be a sequence so that s,, j + s, and di_ 1 s,, j + di_ , s,. Choose a subsequence sj of the 
s.,, so that di_ Isj -) s. The sj are compactly supported smooth sections. Now 
(s,s) = lim (di_ ,sj,s) 
and (di_,s,,s) = (s,,d,t,s) = 0. 
We may do this since soker(A,) c Cm(Ei) and si is smooth and compactly supported. Hence 
(s,s) = 0 and we have the lemma. 
Recall that H’(E,d) = kerd,/image di_,. 
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COROLLARY A.3. The map ker(Ai) + iY’(E, d) induced by the inclusion of ker(A,) in ker(di) is 
injective. 
We shall show presently that this map is surjective. 
LEMMA A.4. L2(Ei) = kerb, @ image Ai 
Proof. For each t > 0, define functions Jlt(x) and &(x) on [O. r) by 
e-‘” - 1 
Jl,(x) = ___ 
X 
q%,(x) = e-‘* 
Both JI, and 4, are bounded Bore1 functions on [0, co) so $,(Ai) and &(Ai) are bounded operators on 
L2(Ei). Furthermore, the spectral theorem says that as t -t zc. d,(Ai) converges trongly to Pi, the 
projection on the kernel of Ai. If we set f(x) = x, then /(x)$,(x) is also a bounded function on [0, z), 
so (j$,)(Ai) is a bounded operator on L2(Ei). Now [I23 vol. 2. p. 1199 says that 
domU(Ai) = dom((fJlr)(Ai)) n dom(Il/,(Ai)) 
so the domain of j(Ai)$,(Ai) = Ai$,(Ai) is L2(Ei) and for all SEL’(E,) we have 
JI,(A,)s E dom(Ai). Also, since AiJl,(Ai) and exp( - tAi) - I have the same domain, namely L2(Ei), they 
are the same operator. 
Let seL2(Ei). Then &(Ai)s = s + $,(Ai)s -s = s + (Ai+,(&))s. As t + co. $,(Ai)s + Pis so 
Ai($t(Ai)s) also must converge and converges in the closure of image(Ai). Thus 
L2(Ei) = kerAi + image Ai 
Now let se ker(Ai) and sI E dom(Ai). Ai is self adjoint on its domain so we have 
(AiS, Al) = (S, AiS‘) = 0. 
Thus ker(Ai) is orthogonal to image(Ai) and so ker(Ai) is orthogonal to the closure of image(A,), 
hence 
L2(Ei) = ker Ai @ image Ai 
To finish the proof of the Hodge theorem we have 
- - - 
LEMMA AS. image Ai = image d: @ image di_ , . 
Proof If seC,“(Ei+,), s,~Cz(&_~), (d:s,di_,s,) = 0 so we have 
- - 
image d: n image di _ , = 0 
Now suppose that s is in the closure of image(Ai). As above we may choose sj~Cz(Ei) with 
A,s, + s. Then 
Ais, = (d:dis,) + (di_ ,d;- rsj) 
and as above both d: (dis,) and di_ , (di+_ Is,) converge. Thus 
- - 
Ais E image d? + image di _ I. 
We now show ker(Ai) is perpendicular to this subspace. If s E ker(Ai) then s E ker (di) n ker(d,*_ L) and 
SE Cm(&). Let s1 be in the closure of image(d:) and choose a sequence S,E Corn&+ 1) so that d:Sj + sl. 
Then since s is smooth and sj is compactly supported, we have 
(s,d:s,) = (dis,sj) = 0. 
Thus (s,s, ) = 0. A similar argument shows that (s,sl ) = 0 for s1 in the closure of image(d,_ I ), and 
we have the Hodge theorem. 
